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ABSTRACT 
Web usage mining investigates the navigation patterns in web access logs and obtains the 

most relevant user information. This helps to introduce different strategies for several web-related 

applications, to name a few are, file sharing, online file editing and distributed social network. Many 

research works has been conducted in this area, therefore improving the clustering quality and 

accuracy of navigation patterns being generated. The current work demonstrates clustering of user 

sessions according to the mutual reinforcement clustering based on the domain-specific and similar 

interests of web users by proposing a ranker information gain preprocessing model to extract 

dimensionality reduced user sessions. The method is called as Ranker Information Gain-

Preprocessed Mutual Reinforcement Clustering (RIGP-MRC) for efficient mining of web access 

logs. To start with, a preprocessing model using Ranker Information Gain is applied to the input web 

log files to extract dimensionality reduced user sessions. Next, Mutual Reinforcement Clustering 

algorithm cluster the user sessions. Finally, within each user session, domain specific and similar 

interests for selecting specific URL are generated based on Mutual Reinforcement Clustering. The 

selected specific URL is then ranked according to the domain and similar interests of web users for 

summarizing session clusters into user profiles. Results of large scale evaluation demonstrate that 

RIGP-MRC is more effective than previous approaches for finding domain-specific and similar 

interests web users. More importantly, the RIGP-MRC method significantly improves the precision 

rate with minimum computational time and computational overhead over the state-of-the-art 

methods. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) uses data from inside and outside the business 

establishments to provide an understanding of its customers via customer profile management. An 

up-to-date understanding of the customer‟s preferences, requirements and niches allow the business 

establishments to profit, i.e., through cross selling or selling the produces correlated to the ones that 

the customer needs to buy. Hence, authentic and genuine knowledge regarding the customers‟ 

preferences and necessity forms the basis for effective CRM. The advancement of the internet 

besides the popularity of the web has gained a large deal of attention between the research persons to 

web usage mining. 

In Search Goal Shift 
1
, initially based on the behavioral characteristics of searchers in the 

search goal shift processes, all the queries that were submitted in the search goal shift processes were 

extracted from search engine logs. This was performed with the help of machine learning 

mechanism. With result, queries were constructingthe search goal shift graph. Finally, a random 

walk algorithm was applied to the resultant queries to extract the query recommendations in search 

goal shift graph. However, certain other aspects may also influence the navigation patterns. To 

address this issue, in this work, two main aspects, like, domain-specific knowledge and specific 

interests of each user is analyzed based on the mutual reinforcement principle.  

Web sessions clustering using hybrid sequence alignment measure (HSAM) 
2
 performed user 

sessions clustering prevailing to uneven lengths. The objective of HSAM remained in identifying the 

access patterns by applying a distance method to group user sessions. Besides, the hybrid distance 

measure exploits information regarding the access path to identify the distance between sessions 

without changing the sequence in which web pages were visited.  

In addition, two different validity indices namely, Jaccard Index and Davies–Bouldin validity 

indices were used to measure the clustering quality and accuracy. As a result, optimal number of 

clusters were said to be formed and was found to be encouraging in terms of several navigation 

patterns being obtained. Despite improving the clustering quality and accuracy, the computational 

overhead and computational time involved in accessing several navigation patterns were not 

concentrated. To address this issue, in this work, Ranker Information Gain Preprocessing model is 

investigated that uses the entropy and measures Information Gain for each attributes with respect to 

the class variable, therefore, minimizing the computational overhead and computational time 

involved during preprocessing, reflecting the overall process.   

Modified Cognitive Style Analysis (Modified CSA)
 3 

involved a three-fold design. They 

were, detecting relationship among cognitive styles and user navigation behavioral patterns. Second 
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design included the clustering techniques exploited to group users of specific cognitive style via 

measures derived from cognitive style analysis test. Finally, Modified CSA evaluated the use of 

navigation content metrics to identify the groups of users that possess similar navigation pattern. 

Results revealed that clustering algorithms were efficient for CSA with a specific cognitive style, 

therefore improving the optimum users, rather than applying a rule-based method based on specific 

thresholds. Navigation behavior based on the linear and non-linear patterns were analyzed in an 

efficient manner.  

In this paper, we develop and evaluate a new method to solve above said two problems for 

web usage mining. The concept of ranker information gain is introduced to preprocess the given 

input datasets with the objective of extracting relevant attributes and then show how the results can 

be used for further processing. This is a novel method, since instead of relying on assumptions about 

the user profiles being mined according to several mining concepts it estimates the mutual 

reinforcement principle to cluster according to similar interests and domain-specific knowledge. The 

main contributions of this work is described as below 

 To achieve precision with web log files during web usage mining for mining user profiles, 

propose a new method called Ranker Information Gain-Preprocessed Mutual Reinforcement 

Clustering (RIGP-MRC). In such a method, the essential data is said to be sent for further 

processing whereas the other web attributes in web log files retain in the web log files as they 

are not of relevance. It reduces the time taken for navigate access patterns of user profiles. 

This is performed by the application of ranker information gain preprocessing model.  

 To provide a method for minimizing the computational overhead for navigating access 

patterns based on the mutual reinforcement clustering to support strong rate of precision and 

accuracy, which by generating two different separate entities for similar interests and 

domain-specific knowledge, therefore minimizing the burden of computational overhead.  

 The web usage mining for accessing web navigation patterns indicates that the proposed 

method involves minimum time for accessing the patterns and also rationalizes the 

performance by tangible executions. The result shows that the proposed method attains 

desirable rate of accuracy with minimum computational time and overhead. 

The paper is ordered as follows. In Section 2, an overview of web usage mining methods and 

algorithms is presented. In Section 3, Ranker Information Gain-Preprocessed Mutual Reinforcement 

Clustering (RIGP-MRC) for efficient mining of web access logs is investigated. In Section 4 

experimental settings is presented. Section 5 provides a detailed discussion with the aid of graph. 

Consequently, we conclude the paper in Section 6.  
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RELATED WORKS 

Extracting the common characteristics of web users is said to be performed by several experts 

so that the common characteristics of anomalous behaviors can be learnt. In 
4
, a novel frequent 

episode mining algorithm was designed to identify various patterns based on the characteristics of 

their query volume time series. The results indicated interested patterns being mined in an efficient 

manner. A comprehensive survey of semantic data web mining was presented in 
5
 for constructing 

content-based recommender systems.  

While ensuring market research information, the content generated by the user on the web 

poses several challenges with respect to systematic analysis, differences and unique characteristics of 

various social media channels and so on. In 
6
, reports on the determination of such particularities 

were presented and their impact on text preprocessing and opinion mining were examined. 

Clustering of data streams for web mining was designed in 
7
 among micro-clusters via a shared 

density graph, therefore improving clustering quality. A guest editorial on advances in web services 

was presented in 
8
. Rough set theory and dominance principle were applied in 

9
 to yield crucial set of 

effectively consistent information.  

With increased usage of mobile devices, online markets are used by consumers for effective 

purchasing.Data flood refers to that the consumers are in a state of confusion with several options to 

be select amidst their favorite products and therefore makes the decision making a cumbersome 

process.  

One solution is recommender systems that assists consumers in identifying items of interest 

and also provide with additional items. In 
10

, privacy enhanced matrix factorization was investigated 

with Local Differential Privacy (LDP) to evaluate the recommendation accuracy. Despite 

improvement observed in recommendation accuracy, the time consumed was not concentrated. To 

address this issue, Most Interesting Pattern-based Parallel FP-growth algorithm 
11

 was designed that 

not only improved the execution time but also improving the support factor.  

Certain challenges and opportunities in web mining with respect to crowd sourcing were 

analyzed in 
12

. In 
13

, the effect of task complexity was analyzed using machine learning models with 

the objective of obtaining higher quality of results. With the exponential opinions available on the 

websites, tourists are often provided with wide range of information. Due to the high availability of 

information, it becomes extremely cumbersome to avail the information for decision making. In 
14

, a 

fuzzy aspect based opinion classification system was designed to extract aspects from user opinions 

and performed accurate classification, henceenhances classification accuracy.  
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One of the very popular active researches in natural language processing is the analysis of 

sentiments or simply sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis deals with structured and unstructured 

data. With these two types of data, people‟s opinions are detected and then extracted in several 

resources of subjectivity, namely, product reviews, blogs, social networks, etc. In 
15

, yet another 

classification-based approach was presented to extract explicit classification. Co-occurrences and 

sequence patterns were mined for diagnosing cancer 
16

 using disparities. By applying disparities 

among various patient groups, diagnosis accuracy was said to be improved.  

Sites for web-based shopping are exponentially increasing nowadays. There, business 

establishments are anxiously thinking about their client purchase pattern. Among cash and 

merchandise, internet shopping is considered to be one of the most familiar methods for powerful 

exchange which is completed by the end clients without the needs of energy spam. In 
17

, high-

recommendation web-based sites were dissected with the aid of an integrated collection mechanism 

and a swarm-based improvement system. In 
18

, process mining based service composition approach 

was presented using process mining algorithm with the objective of enhancing service composition 

adaptiveness and efficiency. Four classification algorithms namely, Support Vector Machines, 

Random Forest, Statistical and Logical analysis of data and Logistic Classifier was applied in 
19

 to 

improve classification accuracy for identifying e-commerce. An automatic recommendation for 

online users using two tier architecture was presented in 
20

 with the advantage of improving user 

intuition.  

METHODOLOGY  

The framework for our Web usage mining and an overview to the rest of this paper is 

summarized in Figure 1, which starts with the preprocessing of Web log files, clustering the user 

sessions, summarizing session clusters into user profiles.  
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Figure 1Ranker Information Gain-Preprocessed - MRC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of Ranker Information Gain-Preprocessed Mutual 

Reinforcement Clustering (RIGP-MRC) method for efficient mining of web access logs. This is 

followed by clustering results to acquire Web user profiles and ends with tracking profile 

evolution.The automatic identification of user profiles consists of regularly mining updated user 

access log files and is outlined in the following steps: 

a. Preprocessing web log file using Ranker Information Gain to extract dimensionality reduced 

user sessions 

b. Cluster user sessions using Mutual Reinforcement 

c. Summarizing cluster user sessionsaccording to domain-specific and similar interests web 

users  

The elaborate description of the design of Ranker Information Gain-Preprocessed Mutual 

Reinforcement Clustering method is given below. 

a. Ranker Information Gain Preprocessing model 

Data preprocessing refers to the process of web log file parsing, data cleaning and filtering. 

The most imperative steps of data mining is data preprocessing. Here, data are prepared for mining 

with the aid of a given input data set or web log file for each user session. User session is said to be 

established when the web user makes the first request to the Web server. Alternatively, the user 

session is said to be completed upon a period of inactive time from the web user, with the inactive 

time referred to as the session timeout. 

Mutual 
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With the inclusion of both active and inactive time, substantial time is said to be consumed 

during preprocessing or extracting user sessions. There are several techniques utilized in distance 

measures 
1
 to identify most notable features or attributes of a predictive problem. Several features or 

aspects were discovered but measures were not taken to identify how effective those factors were 

accurately predicting and extracting user sessions with minimum time.  

To address this issue, Ranker Information Gain Preprocessing (RIGP) model is utilized in this 

work that performs dimension reduction to capture the most relevant attributes for further processing. 

Here, the attributes in web log file refers to each log entry (i.e., access time „  ‟, IP address 

„      ‟, URL viewed „     ‟, Referrer „ ‟ and so on). A sample block diagram representing the 

attributes in web log files with the resultant extract of user for different sessions with the aid of RIGP 

model is provided in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 

IP address and URL viewed in web log files 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑃𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝑈𝑅𝐿 𝑉 𝑅 

0.12 3.2.4.5 𝐶 𝐴 

1.05 3.2.4.5 𝐴 − 

1.28 3.2.4.5 𝐷 𝐶 

 

𝑈3 

𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑃𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝑈𝑅𝐿 𝑉 𝑅 

0.05 2.3.4.5 𝐵 𝐵 

0.35 2.3.4.5 𝐷 𝐴 

0.55 2.3.4.5 𝐶 𝐴 

1.22 2.3.4.5 𝐶 𝐵 

1.40 2.3.4.5 𝐵 𝐴 

 

𝑈2 

𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑃𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝑈𝑅𝐿 𝑉 𝑅 

0.01 1.2.3.4 𝐴 − 

 0.48 1.2.3.4 𝐵 𝐶 

1.15 1.2.3.4 𝐵 𝐶 

1.35 1.2.3.4 𝐴 − 

 

𝑈1 

𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑃𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝑈𝑅𝐿 𝑉 𝑅 
0.01 1.2.3.4 𝐴 − 
0.05 2.3.4.5 𝐵 𝐵 
0.12 3.2.4.5 𝐶 𝐴 
0.35 2.3.4.5 𝐷 𝐴 
0.48 1.2.3.4 𝐵 𝐶 
0.55 2.3.4.5 𝐶 𝐴 
1.05 3.2.4.5 𝐴 − 
1.15 1.2.3.4 𝐵 𝐶 
1.22 2.3.4.5 𝐶 𝐵 
1.28 3.2.4.5 𝐷 𝐶 
1.35 1.2.3.4 𝐴 − 
1.40 2.3.4.5 𝐵 𝐴 

 

Web log file 

„𝑁𝐴𝑆𝐴 − 𝐻𝑇𝑇𝑃‟ 
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The RIGP model exploits entropy and measures the Information Gain „  ‟ for each attributes 

with respect to the class variable, resulting in a ranking of each attributes with a range between „0‟ 

and „1‟. Attributes contributing more possess higher entropy and chosen for further processing. 

Attributes contributing less possess lower entropy are eliminated. 

Given a web log file „ ‟ containing attributes „      1  2     ‟, then the objective of 

RIGP model is to generate smaller set of attributes „  1   2      ‟. Here „ ‟ refers to the length of 

the dimensionality reduced attributes with „    ‟. Then, with „    ‟ representing the set of all 

attributes and „  ‟ representing the set of all training examples, „      (   )‟ with „     ‟ defines 

the value of a specific example for attribute „       ‟ and „ ‟ represent the entropy. Then, the 

information gain for an attribute is mathematically formulated as given below.  

  (    )   (  ) − ∑ (
           (   )  

  
)   (           (   )   )          ( )  (1) 

From the above equation (1), the information „  ‟ to extract relevant user sessions is obtained 

using the training samples „  ‟ and the attributes involved „ ‟.  Along with the URL viewed „    ‟, 

Ranker Information Gain Preprocessing model also considers referrer „ ‟ to extract users sessions as 

lists, thus saving on both computational overhead and computational time involved during 

preprocessing (i.e. minimizing the computational overhead and computational time for extracting 

user session).  

b. Mutual Reinforcement Clustering model  

With the extracted user sessions, the next step in web usage mining to cluster user sessions. 

In this work, Mutual Reinforcement Clustering model is applied to the extracted user sessions with 

the objective of partitioning of user sessions into optimal clusters. The main outline of the Mutual 

Reinforcement Clustering (MRC) algorithm is elaborated as given below. The purpose that we use 

MRC algorithm instead of other clustering algorithms is that unlike most other algorithms, MRC 

algorithm can handle both domain aspect with similar interests and automatically partitions the user 

sessions into optimal clusters.  

Hence, the purpose of using MRC remains in clustering the user sessions based on the 

domain-specific and similar interests simultaneously. The mutual reinforcement principle for web 

usage mining that underlies our approach to solve the problem with higher true positive rate. A URL 

is said to be selected then if the resultant retrieval is obtained both from similar interest „  ‟ and 

domain-specific „  ‟ web users. For example, domain specific includes data mining „  ‟, image 

processing „  ‟ and cloud computing „  ‟ respectively. The design of MRC includes three entities, 

namely, user session, „  ‟, request „ ‟, response „ ‟ and their relationships. The relationship 
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between these three entities with respect to similar interest and domain specific web users is shown 

in the figure 3 given below.  

Figure 3Domain-specific and similar interests-based bipartite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mathematical representation of domain-specific and similar interests-based bipartite 

graph is mathematically formulated as given below.  

    [                    ]      (2) 

From the above equation (2), the bipartite graph „  ‟ is evolved based on the user session 

„  ‟, request made „ ‟ to extract the user profile, response obtained „ ‟, „    ‟ matrix representing 

the pair-wise edges between user session and request, „    ‟ matrix representing the pair-wise edges 

(i.e. considering domain knowledge or domain-specific and similar interests) between user session 

and response and „   ‟ matrix representing the pair-wise edges (i.e. considering domain knowledge 

or domain-specific and similar interests) between request and response. The resultant cluster user 

sessions is shown in figure 4 as given below. 
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Figure 4Resultant cluster user sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in the above figure, by applying the mutual reinforcement principle for clustering 

the each user according to the domain-specific and similar interest pattern, the corresponding cluster 

user sessions are obtained. The equivalent pseudo code representation of Mutual Reinforcement 

Clustering is given below. 

Algorithm 1 Mutual Reinforcement Clustering algorithm 

Input: User Sessions „      1   2      ‟, web log file „  ‟, attributes „      

 1  2     ‟, set of all training examples „  ‟ 

Output: Cluster User Sessions „   ‟ 

1: Begin 

2:          For each web log file „ ‟ with user sessions „  ‟ and training examples „  ‟ 

3:                     Measure information gain for an attribute  using (1) 

4:                     Express domain-specific and similar interests-based bipartite graph using (2) 

5:                     Return (Cluster User Sessions according to domain-specific and similar interest 

pattern) 

6:          End for  

7: End  

As given in the above Mutual Reinforcement Clustering algorithm, with training examples 

for corresponding web file given as input, the objective of the algorithm remains in clustering the 

user sessions according to the domain and similar interests with higher rate of accuracy. This is said 

to be achieved by initially performing the preprocessing by applying the information gain for the 

corresponding attributes. Next, domain-specific and similar interests-based bipartite graph is derived 

for returning the Cluster User Sessions with higher rate of accuracy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑃𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝑈𝑅𝐿 𝑉 𝑅 
0.05 2.3.4.5 𝐵 𝐵 
 0.35 2.3.4.5 𝐷 𝐴 
0.55 2.3.4.5 𝐶 𝐴 

 

𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑃𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝑈𝑅𝐿 𝑉 𝑅 
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 0.35 2.3.4.5 𝐷 𝐴 
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1.22 2.3.4.5 𝐶 𝐵 
1.40 2.3.4.5 𝐵 𝐴 
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c. Summarizing cluster user sessions into user profiles  

Finally, in this section, with the cluster user sessions, summarization of user profiles 

according to the domain-specific knowledge and similar interests are obtained. This in turn helps in 

mining user profiles found to be relevant for Customer Relationship Management (CRM). Here, we 

start with the weight matrix for bipartite graph „  (       ) ‟. Here, each matrix „ ‟ is 

represented by a row and column vector with row vector denoting the domain-specific knowledge 

„  ‟ and column vector denoting the similar interests „  ‟ respectively. According to the mutual 

reinforcement principle denoted in the above section, summarization of user profiles is performed via 

four simultaneous equations governing the similar interests „   
  ‟ and domain-specific knowledge 

„   
  ‟ for a specific user session „  ‟ and the corresponding similar interests „   ‟ and the domain-

specific knowledge „   ‟ generated. The four mathematical equations are given below. 

    
     (  )(  )           (3) 

       (  )(  )   
              (4) 

    
     (  )( )           (5) 

       (  )(  )   
              (6) 

With the resultant values obtained from the above equation (3), (4), (5) and (6), varied user 

profile summarizes a group of users with similar access activities (i.e. according to domain-specific 

and similar interests) and consists of their pages or URLs being viewed, inquiring and inquired links 

and so on. The pseudo code representation of Mutual Reinforced- User Profile is as given below.  

Algorithm 2 Mutual Reinforced-User Profile 

Input: Cluster User Sessions „       1   2      ‟, bipartite graph „  (       )‟ 

Output: User Profiles 

1: Begin 

2:             For each Cluster User Sessions „   ‟ with bipartite graph „  (       )‟ 

3:                     Generate simultaneous equations governing similar interests using (3) 

4:                     Generate resultant similar interests using (4) 

5:                     Generate simultaneous equations governing domain-specific knowledge using (5) 

6:                     Generate resultant domain-specific knowledge using (6) 

7:              End for 

8: End  

 

As given in the above Mutual Reinforced-User Profile algorithm, for each Cluster User 

Sessions with bipartite graph, the objective of the algorithm remains in tracking the user profiles 
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based on the domain-specific and similar interests present in the web log files. To start with, for each 

training samples, simultaneous equations governing similar interests and domain-specific knowledge 

is obtained. Followed by which the actual user profiles based on the similar interests and domain-

specific knowledge is obtained. This in turn aids in discovering the patterns of web users from web 

data and therefore limits the discovered user profiles regarding certain subject or class of products.  

 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS  

In this section, the results of a series of experiments carried out to evaluate the effectiveness 

of proposed method and compare with other state-of-the-art methods are presented. Ranker 

Information Gain-Preprocessed Mutual Reinforcement Clustering (RIGP-MRC) for efficient mining 

of web access logsuses JAVA platform for the experimental work. The RIGP-MRC method uses the 

web server log files for the experimental work.  

Web server log files consist of repository of information regarding web browsing performed 

by the users in the internet community. Mining on this data collected from web server log files can 

provide information to be of highly valuable that includes the web access patterns of users. When we 

apply clustering techniques in web usage mining environment, the web users access patterns with 

corresponding user profiles are said to be predicted in an efficient manner. The data used in this work 

contains web server maintaining a log that includes history of web page requests made by several 

users at different time intervals. Several information or attributes like, user‟s IP address, user name, 

requested web page, HTTP response code and number of bytes transferred are included.  

In this work, NASA data set is used that is a standard dataset used for experimental purpose. 

The dataset is taken from NASA Kennedy space centres‟ www server in Florida 

(http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/NASA-HTTP.html) 
2
 and is available for free download. It consists 

of more than 10,00,000 entries. The log has the data collected from 00:00:00 July 1, 1995 through 

23:59:59 July 31, 1995, a total of 31 days and the size of the file is 114 MB.  

Each entry of the server log file is parsed to extract the required attributes such as the IP 

address/user name, date/time, requested web page, HTTP response code and number of bytes 

transferred. In order to evaluate the performance of the RIGP-MRC method, certain metrics are 

introduced to measure the web user profile analysis and compared with the existing methods namely, 

Web sessions clustering using Search Goal Shift 
1
 and hybrid sequence alignment measure (HSAM) 

2
. The performance metrics including computational time, computation overhead and precision 

involved in accessing several navigation patterns are measured in the following sections.  

 

 

http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/NASA-HTTP.html
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DISCUSSION S 

The RIGP-MRC method compares with the existing work such as Web sessions clustering 

using Search Goal Shift [1] and hybrid sequence alignment measure (HSAM) [2]. The method, 

RIGP-MRC is experimented on factors such as computational time, computational overhead and 

precision.  

In order to evaluate the web usage mining framework for mining user profiles, three groups 

of test are performed on the NASA Kennedy space center‟sdata set. The first group of tests is on the 

effect of number of users to the computational time. The second group of test shows the effect of 

number of users to the computational overhead. Finally, the effect of precision to the number of users 

is revealed. 

1.  Computational time in accessing navigation patterns 

The computational time refers to the time taken to access different navigation patterns at 

different time periods with respect to several users. Navigation pattern accessing time is referred as 

the time taken to access several navigation patterns with respect to different users. In this work, the 

navigation pattern accessing time is measured according to the time taken for retrieving 

corresponding similar interest users and time consumed for navigating the pattern according to the 

domain specific knowledge.   

    ∑    [     (   )       (   )]
 
  1      (7) 

From the above equation (7), the computational time „  ‟ refers to the time taken to obtain 

user profiles with domain specific „     [   ]‟ and similar interest users „     [   ]‟ with respect 

to the users considered for experimentation „  ‟. It is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). The 

sample calculations for measuring computational time are evaluated as given below followed by 

which, the graphical representation is provided.  

Sample calculations 

 Proposed RIGP-MRC: The time consumed for obtaining domain specific user profiles was 

found to be „0.025  ‟, time consumed for obtaining similar interest user profiles was found 

to be „0.013  ‟, then the overall computational time involved is measured as given below. 

   15  [0.025   0.013  ]  0.57    

 Search Goal Shift: The time consumed for obtaining domain specific user profiles was 

found to be „0.028  ‟, time consumed for obtaining similar interest user profiles was found 

to be „0.015  ‟, then the overall computational time involved is measured as given below. 

   15  [0.028   0.015  ]  0.645    
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 HSAM: The time consumed for obtaining domain specific user profiles was found to be 

„0.032  , time consumed for obtaining similar interest user profiles was found to be 

„0.018  ‟, then the overall computational time involved is measured as given below. 

   15  [0.032   0.018  ]  0.75    

Figure 5: Computational time 

 

Figure 5 given above shows the convergence plot of computational time with respect to 

different number of users. Here, the computational time refers to the time consumed for generating 

user profiles with similar interests and corresponding domain-specific knowledge. With the increase 

in the number of users the time for obtaining user profiles with similar interests and domain-specific 

also increases. As a result, the overall computational time for navigating different access patterns of 

users also increases. Also a linear increase is found to be observed. Besides, from the sample 

calculation provided above, with „15‟ users considered, the time consumed for user profiles using 

RIGP-MRC method with similar interests was found to be „ 0.025  ‟ and domain-specific 

knowledge was found to be „0.013  ‟ and therefore the overall computational time was found to be 

„0.57  ‟. In a similar manner, the time consumed for user profiles using Search Goal Shift method 

with similar interests was found to be „0.028  ‟ and domain-specific knowledge was found to be 

„0.015  ‟ and therefore the overall computational time was found to be „0.645  ‟. Finally, the 

time consumed for user profiles using HSAM method with similar interests was found to be 

„0.032  ‟ and domain-specific knowledge was found to be „0.018  ‟ and therefore the overall 

computational time was found to be „0.75  ‟. From the sample calculations, it is inferred that the 

overall computational time was found to be reduced by applying RIGP-MRC method. This is 

because by applying Ranker Information Gain Preprocessing model, dimension reduction is said to 
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be performed with the given input dataset. This in turn extracts the most relevant attributes for 

further processing. With the most relevant attributes extracted, similar interest with domain-specific 

user profiles are said to be extracted in a minimum time. As a result, the computational time using 

RIGP-MRC method is reduced by 16% compared to Search Goal Shift and 32% compared to 

HSAM.  

2. Computation overhead  

In this section, the performance of various computational overhead measurements for 

obtaining user profiles is analyzed. Two state-of-the-art web usage mining methods are analyzed, 

including, Search Goal Shift [1] and HSAM [2] method. The computational overhead „(  )‟ 

measures the memory required to perform web usage mining for mining user profiles. It is measured 

in terms of kilobytes (KB) and mathematically expressed as given below.  

     ∑    [   (   )       (   )]
 
  1    (8)   

 From above equation (8), the computational overhead „  ‟ is measured with respect to the 

memory required for mining user profiles based on similar interests „   (   )‟ and domain-

specific knowledge „    (   )‟ respectively. The sample calculations for measuring computational 

overhead are evaluated as given below followed by the graphical representation is provided. 

Sample calculations  

 Proposed RIGP-MRC: With the memory required for mining user profiles based on similar 

interests being „ 13  ‟ and domain-specific knowledge being „ 15  ‟, the overall 

computational overhead involved in navigating access patterns for several user profiles is 

given below.  

   15  [13   15  ]  420   

 Search Goal Shift: With the memory required for mining user profiles based on similar 

interests being „ 18  ‟ and domain-specific knowledge being „ 23  ‟, the overall 

computational overhead involved in navigating access patterns for several user profiles is 

given below.  

   15  [18   23  ]  615   

 HSAM: With the memory required for mining user profiles based on similar interests being 

„25  ‟ and domain-specific knowledge being „31  ‟, the overall computational overhead 

involved in navigating access patterns for several user profiles is given below.  

   15  [25   31  ]  840   
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Figure 6: Computational overhead 

 

 

Figure 6 given above shows the comparison analysis of computational overhead with respect 

to different web users in the range of 15 – 150, using three methods, namely, RIGP-MRC, Search 

Goal Shift [1] and HSAM [2]. While considering „15‟ web users for carrying out the simulation 

work, RIGP-MRC utilized „420  ‟, whereas Search Goal Shift
1 

and HSAM
2
 utilized „615  ‟ and 

„840  ‟ respectively. As a result, computational overhead using proposed RIGP-MRC method is 

lower when compared to the other existing works
1,2

. However, by increasing the number of web 

users, the URL to be searched gets increased and hence the computational overhead also increases. 

But comparatively, the computational overhead of web usage mining for mining user profiles using 

proposed RIGP-MRC method is lower. This is because of the application of Mutual Reinforcement 

Clustering algorithm. By applying, Mutual Reinforcement Clustering algorithm with the NASA 

dataset given as input, only the relevant attributes is extracted using the Ranker Information Gain 

preprocessing model. Due to this, the attributes considered to be irrelevant are not considered for 

further processing. Hence, while extracting user profiles with specific interest and domain-specific 

knowledge, only the most relevant user profiles for Customer Relationship Management are mined. 

This in turn extracts the corresponding user profiles based on the bipartite graph. By incorporating 

bipartite graph in RIGP-MRC method, efficient web mining is said to take place. This assists for 

RIGP-MRC method in efficient mining of user profiles by training the data via deep Mutual 

Reinforcement principle. This in turn helps in reducing the computational overhead in a significant 

manner. Thus, RIGP-MRC method minimizes the computational overhead by 23% and 35% when 

compared to Search Goal Shift
1
 and HSAM

2
 respectively. 
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3. Precision  

Precision refers to the relevant item retrieved. In this work, precision refers to the fraction of 

all the web user profiles retrieved that are relevant, considering domain-specific and similar interest 

profiles. Precision is mathematically represented as given below. 

   ∑
  

 

 
  1  100          (9) 

From the above equation (9), the rate of precision „ ‟ is measured as the ratio of web user 

profiles retrieved based on similar interests and domain-specific „  ‟ retrieved that are relevant to the 

overall web users „ ‟ considered for experimentation. The sample calculations for measuring 

computational overhead are evaluated as given below followed by the graphical representation is 

provided. 

Sample calculations 

 Proposed RIGP-MRC: With „15‟ number of web users considered for experimentation and 

„12 ‟ web profiles retrieved that are relevant according to domain-specific and similar 

interests, the precision is as given below. 

  [
12

15
]  100   80  

 Search Goal Shift: With „15‟ number of web users considered for experimentation and „10‟ 

web profiles retrieved that are relevant according to domain-specific and similar interests, the 

precision is as given below. 

  [
10

15
]  100   66.66  

 HSAM: With „15‟ number of web users considered for experimentation and „9‟ web profiles 

retrieved that are relevant according to domain-specific and similar interests, the precision is 

as given below. 

  [
9

15
]  100  60  

As provided in the above sample calculations, with „ 15 ‟ web users considered for 

experimentation, „12‟ web profiles were retrieved that were found to be relevant using RIGP-MRC 

method, „10‟ web profiles were retrieved that were found to be relevant using Search Goal Shift and 

„9‟ web profiles were retrieved that were found to be relevant using HSAM respectively. Based on 

this resultant values, the graphical representation for rate of precision are provided below.  

Figure 7 depicts the rate of precision average of three different methods providing web usage 

mining. It is found that the rate of precision of all the three methods decreases as the number of web 

users increases. When the web users are high there are more web users waiting in the queue for 
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placing their request in search of either web site or doing any social activities via web server, and 

this decreases the rate of precision. Search Goal Shift and HSAM provided minimum precision when 

number of web users increases than compared to RIGP-MRC. 

Figure 7: Precision 

 

The proposed method has maintained constant rate of precision throughout the simulated 

scenarios because while summarizing the user profiles based on the cluster user session, domain-

specific knowledge and similar interests are considered separately according to the mutual 

reinforcement principle. It shows that based on the Mutual Reinforced-User Profile algorithm when 

the number of web users increases, rate of precision also gradually increased. But in case of Search 

Goal Shift and HSAM, when the number of web users increases precision rate is not gradually 

decreased, rather than it decreases abruptly. So that compared to existing Search Goal Shift [1] and 

HSAM [2], RIGP-MRC method improves the precision rate by 17% and 27% respectively. This 

result shows that RIGP-MRC method has an ability to sustain application performance even for large 

number of web users ensuring scalability.  

CONCLUSION  

The mining of web for extracting user profiles is highly important for web site developers. 

The results obtained by extracting user profiles are found to be used in several areas, such as 

electronic commerce, security and crime investigation, electronic business, digital library and so on. 

In this study, the effect of mutual reinforcement clustering on Web usage mining is studied. By 

introducing the mutual reinforcement clustering, web usage mining algorithms are performed in 

terms of specific interests and domain-specific knowledge instead of web page addresses. The 

proposed method first performed preprocessing by applying Ranker Information Gain where relevant 

attributes for further processing were extracted with minimal computational time and overhead. With 
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the resultant preprocessed attributes, mutual reinforcement principle is applied for clustering user 

profiles according to specific interests and domain-specific knowledge of corresponding web users. 

The effectiveness of RIGP-MRC method is measured in terms of computational time, computational 

overhead and precision and compared against with state of the art works. With the simulations 

conducted for RIGP-MRC method, it is illustrative that the computational time is found to be less 

compared to state-of-the-art works. Besides, the simulation results demonstrate that the RIGP-MRC 

method provides better performance by minimizing the computational overhead and improving the 

rate of precision when compared to state-of-the-art works.  
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